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 The task consists of generating class-level super-pixel labels using deep neural networks, and this task allows us to find out a
new perspective for the task of aerial image object recognition. On the basis of the experimental results, this study provides

insights for applications in the realm of aerial image object recognition. The dataset is available for research purposes at . [^1]:
$^{1}$Data Science for Aerospace and Aviation Research Center, University of Central Florida [^2]: $^{2}$Lecturer,

University of Central Florida [^3]: $^{3}$Senior Researcher, University of Central Florida Faroe Islands International Airport
Faroe Islands International Airport () is the main airport serving the Faroe Islands, a Danish autonomous territory in the North

Atlantic Ocean. The airport is located on the island of Suðuroy in the north-west part of the territory, in the municipality of
Skúvoy, near the village of Vágar. It is one of the busiest airports in the Nordic countries and has flights to several destinations
in Europe, North America and Asia. The runway is mostly used for small aircraft such as helicopters and airplanes. A regular

freight service is provided by the Faroe Islands Airport Company (FAROS) to freight companies, local schools, local and out-of-
town businesses. History The first permanent landing was made on the Faroe Islands on 22 September 1946. Two aircraft, a de
Havilland Dove and a Douglas DC-3, landed on the island of Vágar in the municipality of Skúvoy, then called Eggoy, near the
village of Kastangur, and the airport was named Kastangur Airport. Kastangur was officially inaugurated on 1 October of that

year. In 1948, due to the increasing passenger and cargo traffic, the airport was relocated to its current location on Suðuroy. The
new airport was named Vágar Airport. The first international flight was a flight from Oslo to Kastangur on 20 April 1947. In
1958, the airport was renamed Faroe Islands International Airport. In 2005, the airport completed a new cargo terminal with a

12,000 m² area and more than 1,200 m of apron. At the same time, the airport's runway was extended to 7,500 m, allowing
larger aircraft to use 520fdb1ae7
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